“City Cycles”
Designed by Tammy Vasser of Marmalade Fabrics
Featuring the Ride Collection by Julia Rothman
Size: 50” x 60”

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt
“City Cycles”

Designed by Tammy Vasser of Marmalade Fabrics
Featuring the Ride Collection by Julia Rothman
Size: 50” x 60”

37051-X
1/3 Yard
Multi Bikes

37052-X
1/3 Yard
Multi Houses

37053-X
1/3 Yard
Multi Traffic Signs

37055-1
3/4 Yard
Bicycle Wheels

37056-3
2/3 Yard
Navy Gears

1 1/4 Yards
Dark Grey

1 1/4 Yards
Dark Grey

Cutting Instructions

Instructions for cutting based on 42” wide fabric.
Unless otherwise instructed, cut from Width of Fabric (WOF).
Please read all instructions thoroughly before you begin.

Fabric A
Cut (2) 9 1/2” blocks

Fabric B
Cut (4) 9 1/2” blocks

Fabric C
Cut (3) 9 1/2” blocks

Fabric D
Cut (1) 9 1/2” x WOF
Subcut (3) 9 1/2” blocks
From remaining fabric cut (8) 2 1/2” x WOF for binding in Step 4
Connecting the Blocks

Use 1/4” seam allowances throughout.

Step 1:
Use the (12) 1”x WOF strips to border all 9 1/2” blocks A, B, C and D as shown in Diagram I.

Step 2:
Take (2) strips of Block G and join to make (1) long Block G. This will be used for the top border of the quilt top.

Take (2) strips of Block N and join to make (1) long Block N. This will be used for the bottom border of the quilt top.

Step 3:
Use Diagram II to assemble the quilt blocks. Assemble each row as shown and then join all rows to create the quilt top.

Step 4:
Join (6) 2 1/2” x WOF strips from Bicycle Wheels. Use the long strip to bind the quilt in the method of your choice.